
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 
 
 

Dear Professor, 
We are delighted to inform you that the 5th edition is now in print. The new edition provides the 

power of the new SmartBook adaptive reading experience, which allows you to engage your students so 
that they are better prepared when they come to class. With the introduction of the 5th, edition there will be 
new Video Cases and new iSeeIt! Videos coming in connect. At the end of this newsletter, we have 
included a preview of the new material in 5e. If you haven’t yet seen the 5e, request a sample from your 
McGraw-Hill rep or request it online here!  

We are thrilled to provide the Grewal/Levy newsletter to empower you to provide current, cutting-
edge examples of marketing in the classroom.   
            The newsletter includes abstracts of current articles, notes on the applicable chapters in the textbook, 
and discussion questions, together with their answers. The newsletter also features current videos. We hope 
you will find the visual and comprehensive topic coverage useful. The newsletter is also accessible at 
grewallevymarketing.com. We encourage you to tell us how you use the newsletter. Please send your 
feedback to mlevy@babson.edu. 

Sincerely,  

 

Dhruv Grewal and Michael Levy 

www.grewallevymarketing.com 

This newsletter summarizes article abstracts for the following topics: 
 

▪ Videos  
▪ How Mattel Is Reinventing Itself for Modern Consumers (Chapter 12) 
▪ The Successful Approach of Booking Sites (Chapters 3 & 19) 
▪ How Amazon Has Prompted a New Manufacturer–Retailer Relationship(Chapter 16) 

▪ Hotels on Wheels: A Service Innovation (Chapter 13)  
▪ A Commodity Market with Fluctuating Prices: Rice (Chapter 14) 
▪ Banks Going Green to Save the Green: The Chase–GE Collaboration (Chapter 4) 
▪ Dadvertising: Using Views of Masculinity to Market to Men (Chapters 6 &19) 

▪ Players as Characters: How the NBA Leverages its Stars to Connect with 
Consumers (Chapter 5) 

▪ It Just Got a Little Harder to Land a Marketing Job: Cuts at Microsoft (Chapter 20) 
▪ CVS Makes Changes to Focus on Customer Health (Chapters 4 & 11) 
▪ What’s the Deal with Whole Foods and Amazon? (Chapter 17) 
▪ Article/Chapter Index 
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Videos 

“Selling (or Not) the American Health Care Act” 

• Can Congress apply marketing tactics to sell vastly unpopular 

legislation to the American public? 

• 3:04 minutes 

• https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/politics/100000005174500/tru

mp-gop-health-care-

bill.html?playlistId=100000005005669&region=video-

grid&version=video-grid-

headline&contentCollection=&contentPlacement=17&module=

recent-

videos&action=click&pgType=Multimedia&eventName=video-

grid-click 

 

“This 85-Year-Old Cosmetics Saleswoman Still Finds Working 

Beautiful” 

• Great salespeople are dedicated to their products. Imagine being so 

dedicated that you work six days a week, commuting for an hour to 

get there, at an age when most people are long finished with work. 

Why force them to retire, if they can still sell? 

• 2:14 minutes  

• http://www.wsj.com/video/this-85-year-old-cosmetics-

saleswoman-still-finds-working-beautiful/271B0192-B133-43EB-

B8E1-DD2F11B94958.html 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

A Toy Company for a New Age: How Mattel Is Reinventing Itself for Modern 

Consumers  

Will Jarvis, “Can Ken (with a Man Bun) Help Mattel Bounce Back?” Advertising Age, June 20, 2017; 

“Beyond Barbie: Mattel Plans Digital Transformation,” Advertising Age, June 14, 2017   

Use with Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” 

To get modern kids engaged with a toy, it likely 

requires more than conventional products have 

offered. A simple doll is no longer enough to grab 

the attention of young consumers who are constantly 

bombarded with entertainment options through their 

mobile devices. For Mattel, this trend suggests the 

need to reinvent itself as a technology, rather than 

consumer product, company, even as it continues to 

expand and differentiate its product lines. 

With regard to its status, the new CEO of Mattel, 

who came from a tech background, has proposed 

that her goal is to define the firm as a “future-

proofed kid-experience company” that will focus on 

digital content, learning activities, and smart toys as 

its primary value offerings. Mattel will still sell Hot Wheels and Barbie dolls, but the focus will be on how 

consumers can interact with those products across multiple platforms, not just on the physical items 

themselves.  

This relatively radical shift comes on the heels of some turmoil in Mattel’s performance. It fired its 

previous CEO several years ago and had been functioning under temporary leadership before hiring the 

current CEO away from Google. Despite a couple of good sales quarters, overall its revenues were falling, 

and even the conventionally beneficial holiday shopping seasons have been weak in recent years. An 

excess of inventory after the most recent holidays forced Mattel to offer deep discounts to move the items. 

But that does not mean it is going to stop producing inventory, of course. Instead, together with its 

technology orientation, Mattel is seeking to update the image of its dolls, most notably in its introduction of 

a wider variety of Ken dolls. The 15 new dolls feature three general body types, as well as far greater 

diversity in apparent ethnicities, skin tones, clothing, and hairstyles. The goal is to appeal better to diverse 

modern consumers, such as those who might believe that wearing a “man bun” is exactly the kind of style 

that Barbie’s boyfriend needs to sport.  

Discussion Question: 

1. What kind of innovations is Mattel undertaking? That is, how would you characterize its 

shift toward becoming an experience-oriented, technology company versus its introduction 

of new models of Ken dolls? 
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Travel Agents or Marketing Firms? The Successful Approach of 

Booking Sites  
E.J. Schultz and Adrianne Pasquarelli, “Online Travel Agencies Go on $ummer $pending $pree,” 

Advertising Age, June 28, 2017 

Use with Chapter 3, “Social and Mobile Marketing,” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, 

and Sales Promotions” 

Travelers getting ready to head out on their summer 

vacation need travel options, including airline tickets and 

car rentals, but they also require a place to stay. 

Although all the major hotel brands have their own 

dedicated booking sites, they generally are not enjoying 

the same level of success that broad-based online travel 

agencies enjoy. Part of the reason seems to be that these 

latter service providers essentially are marketing 

agencies, and they are very good at what they do. 

For example, Expedia (which owns several brands, 

including Trivago, Orbitz, Hotels.com, and Hotwire) 

ranks as the 25th biggest advertiser in the United States, 

spending an estimated $1.6 billion to market its various 

brands and services. In this marketing, it makes sure to 

differentiate the offers of its various brands, such that Trivago provides insights into prices but cannot 

complete a booking for users; Hotels.com is, obviously, focused solely on accommodations, rather than 

enabling travelers to cover all their tourism needs in one place.  

By maintaining multiple brands that perform different functions, the major booking sites can perform 

another key marketing task: detailed market analysis. They experiment with various promotions, 

communications, and links on the different sites, then measure the results to find the best options. In 

addition, evidence gathered from the market has led some sites to expand or revise their offerings. 

TripAdvisor has a great reputation as a review site; it currently is seeking to gain a foothold as a booking 

resource too.  

Using spokespeople who are either famous already (e.g., William Shatner for Priceline) or quickly become 

so (e.g., the “Trivago guy”), the marketing efforts also spark substantial customer engagement, as 

evidenced by the word of mouth that people share. On a measure of “offline brand sharing,” or talking 

about the brand with friends in person, travel sites consistently rank higher than brands for most other 

industries, such as retailers, media firms, or automotive dealers.  

Such sophisticated and substantial efforts by booking sites also appear in combination with their relatively 

low costs, especially compared with the hotel chains that actually maintain the products. Companies such 

as Marriott and Hilton would likely love to spend as much as their online counterparts on marketing, but 

they have cost commitments related to maintaining their properties and paying their thousands of staff 

members to consider as well. Still, they are unlikely to give up the competition, because when guests book 

through the travel sites, the hotels wind up paying commissions that can reach 30 percent of the guests’ 

payment. Therefore, dedicated sites often promise that they offer the lowest rates, lower than what anyone 

would be able to find on a booking site. But in that case, the hotel limits its own pricing flexibility, and it 

also enters into a direct price competition with other chains. 

Discussion Question: 

1. List the strategic competitive advantages possessed by online booking sites. What could hotel 

brands do to overcome these advantages, if anything? 
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The Third-Party Effect: How Amazon’s Model Has Prompted a New 

Manufacturer–Retailer Relationship  
Laura Stevens and Sara Germano, “Nike Thought It Didn’t Need Amazon—Then the Ground Shifted,” The 

Wall Street Journal, June 28, 2017 

Use with Chapter 16, “Supply Chain and Channel Management” 

Once upon a time, popular brand manufacturers held great sway over their physical retail partners. They 

could insist on certain display rules, demand massive shelf space, and dictate the sale prices of their popular 

items. Nike, as one of the most popular brands of footwear and athletic apparel, was also among the most 

demanding, requiring retailers such as Sports Authority and FootLocker to follow strict rules if they wanted 

to receive its products in their stores. 

Obviously, the arrival of Amazon induced some changes in the retail market, but initially, those changes 

were not enough to convince Nike that it should sell through the site. For years, Nike has resisted providing 

products for Amazon to sell its shoppers, with the general sense that its popularity meant that it did not 

need to rely on an external channel. In addition, manufacturers have relatively less control over the 

presentation of their products on Amazon, and Nike worried about damage to its brand image and 

differentiation, if its cool shoes and gear were presented in the plain product pages that Amazon uses for all 

its products.  

But what Nike did not realize is that its shoes were going to be on Amazon anyway, whether it provided 

them directly or not. With the growth of third-party sellers on Amazon, there is plenty of Nike gear to be 

had through the site—so much so that Nike is the most purchased apparel brand on all of Amazon. There 

are no laws or regulations that limit people obtaining goods legally and 

then reselling them through Amazon. Although Amazon works to police 

these sellers, to prevent the spread of gray market or counterfeit products, 

it would be impossible to monitor every one of them.  

Thus, Nike was losing sales to Amazon, despite its efforts to spurn any 

sort of relationship with the retailer. Recognizing that it could not win 

this battle, Nike decided that it would supply Amazon with a flood of 

merchandise, in the hope of beating out some of the third-party sellers 

with which it was competing for customers. In return for receiving the 

product line, Amazon promised to redouble its efforts to eliminate 

counterfeit items from its site, and it imposed limitations that would not 

permit third-party sellers to offer certain Nike products at all.  

According to a spokesperson for adidas, which has sold through Amazon 

for several years already, the downsides remain. The brand has little 

control over its image, and the flood of merchandise makes it difficult to 

establish an image of exclusivity. Thus, adidas makes a careful 

distinction: Amazon is for transactions, because that’s where customers look when they are ready to make a 

purchase. But its own dedicated sales channels are where its brand-building efforts focus, so that it can 

continue to establish itself as a desirable brand.  

Discussion Question: 

1. Predict the outcome of Nike’s new deal with Amazon. Will it follow a path similar to adidas, 

or is it different in its approach? 
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Hotels on Wheels: A Service Innovation 

Yuliya Chernova, “Rolling-Hotel Startup Hitting the Road in California,” The Wall Street Journal, June 28, 

2017 

Use with Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible 

Product” 

With a new service, the startup firm Cabin promises an 

easier travel experience. On its pilot route, from San 

Francisco to Santa Monica, travelers can board a 

double-decker bus, bunk down in their own dedicated 

bed chambers, and wake up at the Southern California 

beach, with their hotel parked in the lot. 

The goal, according to the founder, is to streamline the 

travel process, which conventionally might involve 

driving to the airport, boarding a plane, and getting a 

ride service from the airport to a hotel, and then 

reversing the multi–service provider process on the 

way back. By combining several of these elements, 

Cabin hopes to appeal to travelers who want a simplified experience. 

But it also offers a nicer setting than conventional busses. The 24 beds on the top of each of Cabin’s 

double-decker busses are charming pods where people can settle in and sleep comfortably. Downstairs in 

the busses, Cabin offers social spaces so that travelers can interact if they prefer. However, none of the 

busses currently provide showering facilities. At a price point of about $115 between San Francisco and 

Santa Monica, the service also is on par with more conventional travel modes.  

Although this route is the only one currently in service, the company plans to open new routes as it grows, 

attracts additional funding, and buys more busses.  

Discussion Questions: 

1. Would you use Cabin? Why or why not? 

2. What does Cabin need to do next, to expand its service and ensure its survival? 
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A Commodity Market with Fluctuating Prices: Rice 

Lucy Craymer, “Rice Prices on the Rise as Inventory Shrinks,” The Wall Street Journal, June 28, 2017 

Use with Chapter 14, “Pricing Concepts for Establishing Value” 

Why is rice more expensive today than it was a 

year or so ago? The answer is multifaceted, and it 

includes reference to international political policies 

and global trade issues that affect every modern 

market, offering insights for other supply chains as 

well. 

A key force driving the rising prices is the massive 

decrease in demand, brought about by Thailand’s 

radically revised rice-buying policies. Specifically, 

the central government, in an attempt to prop up 

the revenues of its local farmers, began buying 

massive amounts of rice from them at around 

twice the going rate. The goal was to infuse its 

economy with cash and encourage consumer 

spending. But the program did not reach the intended outcomes—and its failure even appears to have been 

a factor leading to the military overthrow of the nation’s democratically elected government.  

Following these events, Thailand radically cut back on its rice inventories, stockpiling less than half of 

what it once held. In addition to reducing its purchasing, Thailand began selling much of what it had in 

stock, so the global market for rice suddenly was flooded with a new source, competing with producers 

who had grown accustomed to a certain (no longer applicable) level of demand. 

The fluctuations in the market led to a situation in which prices changed constantly, attributable mostly to 

demand at that very moment. Such uncertainty tends to drive prices higher, especially in combination with 

the other factors that inevitably disrupt supply chains for grain products (e.g., weather conditions, spoilage 

threats). 

Discussion Question: 

1. How can actors in the rice market price strategically to deal effectively with fluctuating 

demand, supply, and price levels? 
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Banks Going Green to Save the Green: The Chase–GE Collaboration 

Emily Glazer, “J.P. Morgan Finds the Newest Banking Fad: Dark Corners,” The Wall Street Journal, June 

28, 2017 

Use with Chapter 4, “Marketing Ethics” 

For many firms, embracing green technologies and 

practices is an ethical decision. They seek to minimize 

their effects on the environment, so they implement 

energy-efficient office designs or seek to recycle more 

materials in their production processes. These sorts of 

benefits might have had something to do with J.P. 

Morgan Chase’s recent decision to retrofit its bank 

branches to make them more efficient, but it appears 

that the promise of cost reductions was an even more 

prominent driver. 

By working with General Electric (GE) to devise and 

install advanced energy management technologies in 

thousands of bank branches across the country over the 

next few years, Chase could save several million dollars 

in costs. The GE-produced system, called Current, promises to reduce consumption of electricity and gas 

resources by 15 percent, while cutting water consumption for irrigation by 20 percent. It does so by using 

sensors that indicate when a room is occupied or not. This information then informs the system, which is 

operated remotely, whether to turn off lights or lower the air conditioning to meet the needs of the workers 

and customers in each branch. The remote monitoring also promises to alert the bank to problems (e.g., 

malfunctioning air conditioning unit) before they become critical issues. 

Chase acknowledges that such moves could have image benefits too. Consumers appreciate efforts by 

corporate entities to reduce their energy consumption. Furthermore, potential employees might prefer to 

work for a bank that takes these issues into consideration. 

Still, the primary motivation appears cost related. In the bank industry, the low interest rates that have 

remained relatively consistent in recent years have reduced profits, and most banks face constant and 

increasing pressures to cut their costs. 

Discussion Question: 

1. Is Chase’s uses of energy-efficient systems an ethical choice or not? That is, if the outcome is 

ethical, do the reasons driving the choice matter?  
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“Dadvertising”: Using Revised Views of Masculinity to Market to Men  
 

Matt Krupnick, “Ad Campaigns Tag Along as Men Embrace Different Paths?” The New York Times, June 

4, 2017  

 

Use with Chapter 6, “Consumer Behavior” and Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, and 

Sales Management” 

Even as modern society increasingly challenges and 

rejects limiting gender roles that may have assigned 

women to stereotypical roles in the past, a similar 

trend has not necessarily occurred among men. The 

notion that “boys will be boys” still holds quite 

strong sway across many markets, such that 

advertising for products targeting men often features 

stereotypically masculine images. But in a few 

areas, even that conventional view is starting to 

compete with an updated version of masculinity, in 

which men are caring, devoted fathers and spouses, 

who take full part in household activities and 

purchases.  

This revised view is well supported by actual 

evidence: Whereas women traditionally performed most of the grocery shopping in family households for 

example, data reveal that more men are taking over this chore. In turn, manufacturers and retailers are 

recognizing the need to appeal to these consumers, in ways that resonate with their daily lives. 

Prime among them are sellers of personal care products, such as Dove Men+Care and even Axe body 

spray—previously known for its highly sexualized advertising that embraced a masculine stereotype so 

exaggerated that it even offended some viewers. But a recent campaign for Axe makes the question about 

what it means to be a man explicit, with the tagline, “Is it okay for a man to…?” The options following this 

stem include such “un-masculine” choices as wearing pink clothing, lacking sports affinity, growing long 

hair, and being gay. The explicit consideration of these notions implies a shift in Axe’s position, as it 

attempts to “support guys and give them self-confidence.” 

Dove Men+Care does not have the same history of sexualized campaigns; instead, since its founding, it has 

sought to resonate with men who take care of their children, spouses, and parents. It highlights the effects 

that role models can have on children, and it encourages men to embrace the notion of “care” as central to 

their lives and their masculinity.  

Still, these examples are notable somewhat because they are unique. Advertising for products such as beer, 

trucks, and fast food continues to reflect conventional views of gender roles, in which men are no-

nonsense, flannel-wearing tough guys. Whereas advertising for women seemingly has turned a corner, 

emphasizing that they can do anything they want, that for men may be stuck in a view that limits men from 

being who they really are.  

Discussion Question: 

1. Why are traditional images of masculinity so persistent in advertising?  
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Players as Characters: How the NBA Leverages its Stars to Connect 

with Consumers 

Marc Tracy, “Sure, He’s Good at Basketball, but How Are His Twitter Skills?” The New York Times, June 

6, 2017  

Use with Chapter 5, “Analyzing the Marketing Environment” 

When it comes to connecting with fans, the NBA has hit on a winning 

strategy, moving it far ahead of other sports leagues when it comes to 

making use of one of their most valuable resources: their star players. 

The reasons for the success of the NBA are several. 

First, the game itself, and its televised form, encourages perceptions of 

a closer relationship between fans and players, because viewers have 

clear, unobstructed views of the players’ faces. In football, helmets 

keep fans from seeing players for most of the game; even in baseball, 

the caps can obscure their view. But in basketball, the players are easy 

to see at all points, whether they are grimacing after a hard foul, 

grinning after drilling a shot from downtown, or gasping for breath while taking a break on the bench. 

Second, the NBA was an early proponent of allowing video content of its games to play on YouTube. 

Many other leagues sought copyright protections, such that they limited access to the games for people who 

were not watching through conventional channels. But as viewers’ habits continue to shift, such that fewer 

people are willing to watch the game only when it is broadcast, that choice seemingly alienated some fans. 

However, they could readily find NBA highlights and huge dunks on YouTube and other video sharing 

sites, encouraging a new generation of fans to see what was spectacular about the sport. 

Third, the personalities of the players themselves seemingly lend themselves to experienced connections 

with fans. According to one researcher, the NBA has long marketed the players in its league, more so than 

other sports. With the arrival of social media, it took this tradition to a new level, encouraging each player 

to develop his own persona. Thus fans learn that Pau Gasol is easily excited and likes to use exclamation 

points in his tweets; they can follow Steph Curry to learn what his family is doing. Such personalities also 

can spread beyond social media, as when LeBron James stole scenes, playing a fictionalized, Cleveland-

touting version of himself in the movie Trainwreck.  

Thus, as entertainment providers struggle to attract the attention of consumers who can flip without any 

hesitation to the next option, the NBA has established itself as a source to watch. It gets consumers engaged 

and involved, and it puts its players in the center stage. 

Discussion Question: 

1. Do you follow any NBA players on social media? Does doing so make you more interested in 

the sport? 
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It Just Got a Little Harder to Land a Marketing Job: Cuts at Microsoft 

Steve Lohr, “Microsoft to Cut Up to 4,000 Sales and Marketing Jobs,” The New York Times, July 6, 2017 

Use with Chapter 20, “Personal Selling and Sales Management” 

At Microsoft, approximately 50,000 of 

its more than 121,000 employees 

perform some marketing or selling 

functions. But the company’s sales and 

marketing division is poised to 

undergo a radical reorganization, such 

that up to 4,000 of those employees 

might find themselves without jobs 

soon. 

The reorganization represents 

Microsoft’s ongoing efforts to shift 

with the times and stay relevant, 

especially in competition with names 

such as Amazon, IBM, and Google for 

the rapidly growing cloud-based software market. Accordingly, it plans to devote greater resources and 

attention to six key industries in its portfolio: manufacturing, financial services, retail, health, education, 

and government. In these industries, Microsoft predicts the need for sales forces that are more 

technologically proficient and well-versed in the specific industry itself, rather than generalized sellers.  

In this round, most of the job cuts are outside the United States, and if they were qualified, laid-off workers 

could apply for other positions within the company. But as Microsoft continues to realign its offerings to 

appeal to consumers, with efforts such as expanded cloud offerings, increased data analysis capabilities, 

and helping clients transform into digital entities, other sales and marketing professionals might perceive 

some threats to their job security as well.   

Discussion Question: 

1. What can sales and marketing professionals do to keep their jobs in changing markets? 

What skills should they seek to obtain? 
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CVS Makes Changes to Focus on Customer Health 
Sharon Terlep, “Why Your Local CVS Is Hiding the Candy and Tanning Oil,” The Wall Street Journal, 

June 28, 2017 

Use with Chapter 4, “Marketing Ethics” and Chapter 11, “Product, Branding, and Packaging 

Decisions” 

As we noted in these abstracts, three years ago, CVS Health Corp. removed tobacco products from its 

stores. The change cost the chain $2 billion in annual sales, but CVS has stood firmly by the tobacco ban 

and sought to leverage its ethical stance by setting itself 

apart from competitors as the healthier alternative to 

other pharmacy chains.  

Ultimately the tobacco ban did not drive customers 

away, so CVS is planning to expand on its positive 

image, as well as its underlying goals to make its 

customers healthier, by targeting candy, low-protection 

sunscreen, and foods containing artificial trans-fats next. 

In four test stores, the retailer has moved candy and other 

snack foods to the back of the store, where they are less 

visible. The chain will no longer carry any sun protection 

products with SPF ratings lower than 15. Finally, CVS 

will stop stocking foods with artificial trans-fats more 

than a year before a new FDA ban on such ingredients 

takes effect. 

CVS’s largest competitor Walgreens has taken note of these planned changes, but it does not necessarily 

plan to follow suit. Rather, Walgreens continues to sell tobacco products, even as it also promotes smoking 

cessation aids. Furthermore, the company will continue to stock candy and snack foods in the usual store 

locations, though it has plans to offer a greater selection of fresh fruit and vegetables. The Walgreens 

loyalty program also provides rewards to customers when they demonstrate that they are engaging in 

exercise and health monitoring behaviors. With these changes, Walgreens believes it is granting consumers 

the option to make healthier choices, while still allowing them to decide what is best for themselves when it 

comes to their consumption. 

Ultimately, the issue may be moot: Both brands report that retail sales make up less and less of the 

retailers’ overall revenue. The pharmacy and in-store health care clinics currently account for more than 

half of the revenues earned by both pharmacy retailers, and this trend is expected to continue. The real 

impact that these changes will have on the bottom line may be up to the consumer. Will CVS be applauded 

for putting customer health over profit, or will consumers feel that these new restrictions are an overreach 

of the chain’s influence on their day-to-day lives? Only time will tell if candy aisle will remain at the back 

of the store. 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Compare CVS’s and Walgreens strategy with regard to stocking healthy products. 

2. Which strategy do you believe will be more profitable in the long-run? 
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What’s the Deal with Whole Foods and Amazon? 
Laura Stevens and Heather Haddon, “Big Prize in Amazon-Whole Foods Deal: Data,” The Wall Street Journal, June 20, 2017; Neil 
Irwin, “The Amazon-Walmart Showdown that Explains the Modern Economy,” The New York Times, June 16, 2017; Annie Gasparro 

and Heather Haddon, “Grocery Pioneer Whole Foods to Join Mass-Market Crowd,” The Wall Street Journal, June 16, 2017; Farhad 

Manjoo, “In Whole Foods, Bezos Gets a Sustainably Sourced Guinea Pig,” The New York Times, June 17, 2017 

Use with Chapter 17, “Retailing and Omnichannel Marketing” 

Amazon.com has redefined all aspects of the retail market. The e-commerce giant’s online presence has 

forced many brick-and-mortar stores to close locations and move their own operations online to compete. 

So why would the tech-savvy giant choose to purchase Whole Food Markets Inc., an upscale grocer with 

460 retail store locations?  

There are a few answers, and “data” is predominant 

among them. Although Amazon has a firm and 

enviable grip on how consumers shop online, it 

struggles to predict consumer behavior in physical 

store locations. Thus far, its tentative efforts to 

enter the grocery market, such as its delayed grab-

and-go concept store in Seattle and struggling 

Amazon Pantry service, have remained rare 

missteps for the company. The purchase of Whole 

Foods—with its own successful track record of 

creating and fostering customer loyalty—could 

provide the answer. 

In particular, the consumer data that Amazon will 

obtain from Whole Foods offer the promise of 

enhancing, developing, and supporting its newly extended brand. First, Whole Foods will provide Amazon 

with information about how shoppers behave in physical stores. Everything from impulse purchases to 

traffic flow patterns will provide valuable insights to Amazon as it seeks to enhance sales at its own brick-

and-mortar bookstores and planned grab-and-go convenience stores. As a bonus, 60 percent of Whole 

Foods shoppers also currently subscribe to Amazon’s Prime service, so Amazon already knows that Whole 

Foods customers represent a viable target segment, displaying the needs and behaviors that shoppers who 

are in its target market embody.  

Second, Whole Foods has successfully built a wide-ranging private-label brand. This experience and 

expertise will help Amazon better understand how to grow its own private-label brand successfully. It 

currently produces mostly staples, such as batteries, baby wipes, and computer paper, but there clearly is 

room for Amazon to leverage its new retail data to expand these offerings.  

Third, the new physical store platform will allow Amazon to test a variety of new ideas to see what works 

and what does not. For example, acquiring Whole Foods means that Amazon gains a space and means to 

experiment with new forms of payment, such as expanding the use of its Amazon Pay service. The results 

of these experiments should enable Amazon to devise new ways to encourage greater adoption of this 

service or any subsequently developed easy pay service—a development that would lead to an even greater 

stockpile of data. 

Ultimately though, the $13.4 billion dollar purchase of Whole Foods by Amazon still represents a risk. The 

high-end grocery store has faced increased competition from other grocers, especially as larger chain stores 

seek to lure shoppers with similar lines of organic products offered at lower prices. Whole Foods’ 460 

stores also have faced a long stretch of same-store sales declines. With prices that average 20–30 percent 

higher than other grocers’, Whole Foods continues to seek ways to deal with not just declining sales but 

also a labeling scandal uncovered by the New York Department of Consumer Affairs and growing 

opposition from both its board and its shareholders about the CEO’s plan to remain independent. 

Still, the acquisition of Whole Foods and its retail locations suggests that Amazon is dedicated to the idea 

of competing more aggressively in the retail grocery space and overcoming its early struggles to cross into 

that market. Purchasing Whole Foods allows Amazon to piggyback on a successful brand and concept.  
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Fresh leadership and greater purchasing power seemingly might help alleviate many of the woes that 

Whole Foods has struggled to overcome as an independent retailer. 

By adding grocery to its already extensive array of retail offerings, now more than ever Amazon seems 

poised to compete with Walmart for ultimate dominance in the retail space. Both entities have expanded 

their operations, by acquiring other, smaller, successful brands, then raising the profile of each niche 

company to help it reach new audiences. For example, Walmart typically has been associated with lower- 

and middle-income customers in rural areas, but it recently acquired two high-end fashion companies, 

ModCloth and Bonobos, that are known for their fashion-forward images and significant online retail 

presence. Through such acquisitions, Walmart clearly is seeking to expand its product offerings and appeal 

to a new type of affluent consumers. They also allow Walmart to expand its online presence and 

fashionable image, such that it might compete more directly with Amazon for the same shoppers.  

Simultaneously, Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods seeks to broaden the retailer’s appeal and customer 

base in the grocery market, a sector traditionally dominated by Walmart. As each nips at the heels of the 

other, the consolidation of retail power behind two mega-brands continues to lead toward what might be an 

interesting showdown in the retail sector. Which entity will come out on top? 

Discussion Question: 

1. Why did Amazon buy Whole Foods? 

2. Was it a good idea from the perspectives of the buyer and seller? 

3. How do these acquisitions fit into the current omnichannel retail environment? 

4. Who will come out on top, in your opinion: Walmart or Amazon? Why? 
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